
Project Director update
Welcome to the Winter 2017 edition of the Connections newsletter. I hope you have had a good  
start to your irrigation season.

Since our last edition, there has been plenty 
of action happening to continue moving the 
Connections Project forward.

One of the most significant things is the progress 
of our significant $100 million Winter Works 
program for 2017.

Winter Works has been really successful to  
date, modernising an extensive part of the 
Goulburn-Murray irrigation network through  
this year’s program.

John Holland crews typically had up to 100 active 
worksites daily across the Goulburn-Murray 
Irrigation District and had reported hearing 
about positive economic flow on effects in local 
communities through the works.

John Holland has also begun engaging and 
consulting with landowners as part of continuing 
progress on the scope of works they will be 
delivering as part of their contract.

Decisions have been made on solutions for 
a number of channels that were previously 
categorised as ‘subject to further planning’, so 
now all channels have a proposed solution.

Updated information on channel proposals  
is available on the My Connections online portal.

We’ve made some amendments to our  
landowner engagement process, which now 
includes a ‘pre-consulted’ process.

This means we can fast-track cases where 
previous engagement has been undertaken  
and the solution has not changed.

In some cases, this will help streamline  
the connections process and is part of our  
on-going efforts to make the process easier  
for landowners.

I’d like to welcome Peter McManamon to our 
Project Control Group as Chair, and also welcome 
Pat McNamara to the PCG. Peter McMamamon 
takes over the helm of PCG Chair from Mike 
Walsh. I look forward to working with Peter and 
Pat going forward.

The Project acknowledged the outgoing PCG 
Chair Mike Walsh for his significant leadership 
through the Project Reset. Mike had a critical 
role in getting the Connections Project back on 
track, since he was appointed back in March 2016. 
The PCG also acknowledged the contribution of 
Margot Henty in her role as a valued PCG member.

I look forward to updating you on the  
Project’s activities in the Spring newsletter  
and I wish you all the best for the beginning  
of the irrigation season.

Frank Fisseler 
Project 
Director
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Winter is working for Connections
A large portion of multi-million dollar works has been completed across the Goulburn Murray 
Irrigation District as part of this year’s Connections Project Winter Works program.

The $100 million of works includes  
upgrading of 33km of channel across 17 sites, 
upgrading about 250 regulators and 35km  
of pipeline at seven sites, as well as undertaking 
works on more than 500 meter outlets.

The 2017 Winter Works program forms  
an important part of the overall Reset Delivery 
Plan and is a culmination of the significant 
planning effort by the Connections project team.

A regional perspective
Delivered by John Holland Group, the  
project saw 14.4km of channel remediation  
and the installation of 16km of pipeline  
in the Torrumbarry district.

The Loddon Valley region saw the  
automation of 75 sites as well as 1.2km  
of channel remediation.

The Central Goulburn region saw  
200m of channel remediation and 17.6km  
of pipeline installed.

In the east, the Murray Valley district has 
benefitted from the remediation of 17.4km  
of channels and the installation of 1.2km  
of pipeline.

This year’s winter works program means  
more irrigators will benefit from the modernised 
delivery network. For farming businesses,  
this means benefitting from the automated  

water delivery system that is contributing to 
improved productivity. 

Launching the Winter Works program on June 
9, Minister for Water Lisa Neville said water was 
critical for the future of the region, with every 
community set to benefit from the program.

“It’s important to get as much work  
done in the winter so we can ensure  
the productivity of farmers during  
the irrigation season and achieve our 
water savings targets.”
“The $2 billion Connections Project is 
modernising the network, delivering water more 
efficiently and encouraging farm efficiency.”
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Above: GMW Managing Director Pat Lennon and Project Director Frank Fisseler discuss the Connections Project’s 2017 

Winter Works program with Minister for Water Lisa Neville.



Winter Works 2017 highlights:
 » Crews were working on up to 100 active 

sites daily, with many local firms and 
contractors benefitting from the extensive 
program

 » About 90 per cent of sub-contractors 
appointed to carry out works were from the 
local area

 » As well as channel lining works, upgrades to 
meters and regulators were also carried out 
at the same time

 » Winter Works this year included 1.2 km of 
outside bank remediation, 5.4 km of clay 
lining and 20 km of HDPE plastic lining; as 
well as laying 6.3km of geosynthetic clay 
on channels where plastic options weren’t 
suitable, to protect people or animals

 » A number of initiatives to benefit the local 
environment were also carried out as part of 
contributions to offset remediation works in 
some areas

 » There were 500 people working on sites 
across the GMID during this year’s winter 
works program

Connections 
Project works are 

progressing well and 
planning is already 
underway for the  
2018 winter works 

program.

HDPE channel lining, Torrumbarry

Pump station construction

Bird’s eye view of pump 

station construction
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Governance group appoints new chair
The Project Control Group has recently welcomed two new members, including Peter McManamon 
who was appointed chair after Mike Walsh stepped down.

The Project Control Group (PCG) provides 
Project oversight. Mr McManamon has over 
35 years’ experience in guiding large water 
infrastructure projects across regional Australia, 
including delivering the Wimmera-Mallee  
Pipeline Project.

He recently toured some of the extensive Winter 
Works program, including channel remediation 
and pipeline and meter upgrade sites.

“I’m looking forward to getting involved in the 
project at a critical stage, with the rollout of the 
winter works and the increasing focus on channel 
reconfiguration plans, which will create more 
certainty for irrigators,” Mr McManamon said.

Mr McManamon took the helm of his first  
PCG meeting on July 19 after a handover from 
outgoing chair Mike Walsh.

His key areas of focus include strategic project 
development, safety and value management, 
achievement of water savings within budget and  
time constraints and stakeholder engagement 
and strategic communication.

Mr McManamon also plans to meet with project 
stakeholders and landowners in coming months.

The group also welcomed new member  
Pat McNamara, a Goulburn-Murray Water 
Director, who replaces fellow GMW board 
member Margot Henty.

Mr McNamara was Deputy Premier of Victoria 
from 1992 to 1999 and held several ministerial 
positions, including Minister for Agriculture  
and Resources, Minister for Tourism, Minister  
for Police and Emergency Services and Minister 
for Corrections.

Project Director Frank Fisseler said the meeting 
was very positive, with an emphasis on the 
strategic direction of the project.

“I look forward to the contributions that Peter 
and Pat will bring to the PCG going forward,”  
he said.

Mr Fisseler thanked outgoing members Mike 
Walsh and Margot Henty and acknowledged 
their significant efforts in resetting the project. 
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Peter McManamon  
brings a wealth of 
knowledge and a strong 
track record in the 
successful delivery  
of major projects requiring 
effective stakeholder and 
community engagement.



Information on our decision-making process
Our Operational Rules provides information and is a guide  
as to how we make decisions on delivering the Project.

The rules provide a framework around the 
process for determining infrastructure such  
as service points, meter types and sizing,  
as well as GMW channel and pipeline capacity 
and on-farm works.

It also has information about co-contribution, 
property consolidation and other things 
we might be determining as part of the 
reconfiguration process.

Download 
the rules from 

connectionsproject.
com.au and choose  

the ‘Publications’ 
option in the top 
right-hand corner.

Consultative committee meets to discuss feedback
An in-depth discussion of key concerns facing landowners was a key point of a Stakeholder 
Consultative Committee meeting in Echuca on July 12.

The meeting heard updates from Project 
Director Frank Fisseler and Contractor John 
Holland about works currently underway 
throughout the Goulburn Murray Irrigation 
District, including this year’s Winter Works.

Mr Fisseler told the committee the Project’s 
focus on resolving complaints and legacy cases 
continued, along with a proactive approach to 
farm and site visits to reassure landowners.

John Holland’s Peter Scheiwe said the company 
typically had 70-100 active sites under 
construction during Winter Works and they 
were well on track with Winter Works targets.   

The meeting also involved a facilitated 
discussion on matters raised by members, 
including metering, channel upgrades, 
consultation and communication.

The session raised plenty of discussion around 
channel maintenance and upgrades, and 
consultation with landowners around changes 
to channels, outlets and designs.

Committee Chair Richard Anderson said it  
was a very beneficial meeting and discussion 
for all involved.

“We’ve identified a number of opportunities to 
improve engagement,” Mr Anderson said.

“We thank everyone for their input and we’ll 
be working to put a number of actions in place 
based on the feedback we’ve received.”

Top: Facilitator Garry Smith takes members of the 

Stakeholder Consultative Committee through a 

discussion on issues. 

Bottom: Connections Project Director Frank Fisseler  

with project staff.
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Updated guide to inform landowners
Landowner Guide
We’ve recently implemented a number  
of measures to help landowners engage with 
and understand the connections process.

The first is the release of an updated version 
of the Landowner Guide, which reflects the 
feedback we’ve received from landowners.

The new version includes information to  
clearly identify and explain the process from 
start to finish.

It highlights the process if an individualised 
approach is appropriate and agreed on by  
all parties.

It details how the process may be expedited 
for some landowners who have already been 
engaged with the connections process.

The updated guide is now available under the 
‘Resources’ tab on the top right hand corner  
of the website atconnectionsproject.com.au,  
by clicking ‘Publications’.

Copies of the Landowner Guide will also 
be distributed to landowners as the project 
progresses in their areas, and are also available 
from Goulburn-Murray Water offices. 

My Connections Update 
As part of our commitment to keep landowners 
informed, we’ve also made changes to the 
online My Connections Update page.

The portal now has updated information to 
reflect the proposed channel treatment option 
for some channels that were previously marked 
as ‘subject to further planning’.

It also shows who will be delivering the works:  
the Connections Project team or John Holland.

A fact sheet is also available on our website 
which explains the different types of channel 
solutions, how we might come to those decisions 
and what information we take into account when 
making a decision on a particular channel.

Landowners can access the portal by choosing 
the ‘Check my channel page’ on the drop down 
menu from the ‘Landowner engagement’ section  
at connectionsproject.com.au.

We will continue to update the portal as more 
information becomes available and will announce 
major updates on our website, social media and 
mailing list.

Winter Works working  
for local businesses
Through the Connections Project,  
director of Numurkah-based company 
Mick Hogan Excavations’ director  
Mick Hogan has seen significant economic 
benefits through the Connections Project 
– not only for his business but also the 
wider community.

While still involved with local farming 
projects and the installation of pipe and riser 
systems, Hogans has expanded into channel 
lining, pipeline works, meter installations and 
a range of Connections Project jobs that 
sustain the business year-round. Mr Hogan 
said the large-scale project has “definitely 
had an effect.”

“There is no way the business would be 
this size if the program hadn’t been in the 
area. There are also many local businesses 
that have benefitted – whether directly or 
indirectly,” Mr Hogan said.

He said flow-on effects include everything  
from buying parts for machinery and 
maintenance to suppliers of rock, uniforms, 
safety equipment, valves, bolts, lasers 
and surveys. Local fuel outlets have been 
receiving more takings and takeaway stores 
are catering for increased demand.

“We want to ensure this project leaves  
a legacy. I’ve got farms myself and  
many of the staff involved are local.  
We want to see this work for our region,” 
Mr Hogan said.

Mick Hogan has noticed significant economic benefits 

as part of the Connections Project.
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PROFILE

Connections Project helping to create dream dairy farm
When Scott and Nicole Wells went searching for a dairy farm four years ago, they couldn’t go past  
a picturesque 95ha property on Lilford Rd, just south of Kyabram Fauna Park.

While modernising the property’s irrigation 
wasn’t initially on the couple’s radar; plans to 
bring their farm into the future through the 
Connections Project were settled on last year 
and after completion of the works, the couple  
are elated with the result.

“When we bought the farm we weren’t relying 
on modernisation,” Scott said. “It had been talked 
about but basically the traditional irrigation 
supply still worked, even though delivery across 
the wheels ranged from as little as 4ML a day to 
10ML, with delivery varying according to demand.

“It worked, but it made farm management that 
much harder.”

Discussions began and by winter 2016, the 
Connections Project and GMW, project manager 
Julie Murrell and Scott and Nicole had settled on 
a plan to bring their farm into the future.

It was designed to bring modernisation to 
the farm gate in a way that would provide the 
improvements Scott and Nicole wanted and  
were willing to pay for.

Nine weeks of construction work saw GMW 
decommission 2km of irrigation channel, remove 
the old dethridge wheels and add a new meter 
and regulator while the Wells completed their 
own on-farm works – shifting from open gravity 
irrigation to a pumped pipe system comprising 
3.5km of underground pipes and 50 outlet risers 
feeding lasered paddocks.

With help from their project manager and 
contractor Paul Colman, they were also able to 
integrate their existing irrigation infrastructure 
with new technology. 

Nicole says the pipeline was designed to deliver a 
minimum flow rate of 10ML a day at their furthest 
outlet, about a kilometre away from the pump.  
It is delivering almost twice that rate of flow now. 

”We were elated with the result,” Nicole said.  
“We can water larger areas so much quicker; 
some paddocks took 8 to 10 hours to water and 
we weren’t sure of the result, now they take as 
little as two hours.” 

Below: Scott and Nicole Wells on their Kyabram dairy farm.
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Scott and Nicole received funding 
to complete their on-farm works to 
reconnect to the modernised system. 
For farmers looking to modernise, Scott 
and Nicole pass on a few lessons they’ve 
learned from their experience:

 » Look at other modernised irrigation 
systems. “See it in action to see what 
you’ll be managing,” Nicole said.

 » Go and see a farm under construction 
to see how others manage their 
farm during works. “Knowing what is 
involved will help so you don’t sweat 
the small stuff,” Scott said.

 » Don’t skimp or cut corners along the 
way: “We could have and we’re glad we 
didn’t,” Nicole said.

 » Be flexible. “That applies to the  
planner, the contractor and yourselves,” 
Scott said.



Pipe installation works carried out near Gunbower  

as part of the Winter Works 2017 program.

To find out  
more about 
the GMW 
Connections 
Project

Contact us
Website
connectionsproject.com.au

Call
1800 013 357

Email
connections@gmwater.com.au

Visit
55 Welsford Street 
Shepparton, VIC

Your local area GMW office  
to talk to one of your local  
engagement officers

Follow us

 @connectionsgmid

 Facebook.com/ 
 connectionsGMID

 gmwconnectionsproject

 


